
Lecture 8 Nuturul climute variubility and chunge

Content
Human perception of climate tends to be focused on the regular diurnal and annual cycles and
on the unpredictable variability at decadal-scale time scales that have obvious relevance in the
context of a typical human lifetime. However, it is important to appreciate that this variability
is superimposed on changes in climate (sometimes vast in scale) operating at much longer
time scales. This lecture examines the character of long-term climate change and the
mechanisms for change. We will also look briefly at methods used to reconstruct past
climates. The reading below by Whyte (1995) is strongly recommended.

Themes
Past climates
Proxy climate data
Causes of climate change

Leeture objectives
1. Describe changes in past climate at various time scales.
2. Identiff various climate periods over geological timescales and the more recent past.
3. Look in detail at climate variability and identi$r possible trends over the past 100 years.
4. Compare the surface instrumental record of global temperature with recent satellite global

temperature data.
5. Give examples of the various types of climate proxy climate data and describe how they

are derived.
6. Describe the possible causes of natural climate change and variability.
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Reading 
\

Whyte, LD. 1995, Climatic Change and Human Society,Arnold, London. Chapters I and,Z.

Strahler, A. and.Strahler, A. 2002, Physical Geography - Science and Systents of the Human
Environment 2"d I 3'd ed., John Wiley and Sons, New York. Chapters 10 and l1 (unrelated to
this topic but useful to round out section). Also pages 570-5i2.

Smithson, P, Addison, K. and Atkinson, K.,2002 Fundamentals of the Physical Environment,
3'd ed,ition, Routledge, London. Pages: 16l-174.

Focussing questions
What is a climat'e proxy?
How are climate proxies used?
What are the potential cariBES olclihate change?

'1Effiate change predictable?
Describe the various methods used to gather evidence on the nature of past climates, that is,
proxy sources of climate data.
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> Past climate > Causes of climate change
. Character of past climate. Sources of information

. Variable sun. Orbital variation

. Volcanism

. Ocean heat transport variation

. Grenhouse gases
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Global aveEge temperature rtronstruction based upon 18 temperature prcxies for the
period 1 A,D, to 1995, combined with the thermometer-based dataset frcm the UK Met
Office and Unive6ity of East Anglia, covering the period 1850 to 2007. Note that for both
datasets @ch data point repEents a 3&y€r average.
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The suface instrumental record
F Barometer

/lnvented 17th C.
/Mid 18th C. before a useful network (Europe)
/Little coverage outside N, Atlantic until mid-l9th C.

)Air Temperature
r'A few.records back to 18th C.
/200 years rare

) Precipitation
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Globally averaged suface temperature variations 1850-2009.
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Sources of climate data:

sswface'data/
\.Balloon data

Indirect (Proxy) Sources

Iconographic Evidence

,Litue ICe AOe, Frod Fair, Thames River, London,
Jan Griffier, c.1680



Iconographic
Evidence

Argentiere Glacier
French Alps

Archaeological Evidence

Indirect (Proxy) Sources
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Indirect (Proxy) Sources
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Viking church, Grenland

Archaeological Evidence

Viking Gr€t Hall, Grenland
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Indirect (Proxy) Sources

PROBLEMS WTTH TREE RINGS
. Researci shows that the long lived Kauri trees grcw faster (thicker

rings) in e@lel years:
. Research shows that the long lived Kauri trees greyllage[ (thicker

rings) in sunnier years (i.e. not wetter).
. Litue growth happens in the colder months, so the tree ring

analysis is geneElly only a prory for 1/2 years - the gowing seasn,
. A heavy snowpack could shorten the following growing season, just as

an early winter could shorten the current growing season.
. A given tree could experien@ any mixfure of the following, in any

given year, or any given set of years.
1. Above average warmth and above average precipitation
2. Eelow average wanrth and below average precipitation
3. Above average warmth and below average precipitation
4. Below average wamth and above average pHipitation

So which is it?

?$,fP*
Indirect (Proxy) Sources
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Also Oxygen isotope data - Etio of 180 and 160 atoms related
to temperdture - ocean sediments. ice and snow
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Air Bubbles in Ice

Varues

Thin layers in still water -
annual.

Different thickness and
grain size.

Winter - slow glacial melt
fine grain deposition of
suspended material.

Summer - coarse grain
from rapid melt.

Possible Causes of Climate Change
. Chanoe in solar outout: Change in solar radiation

received

' Orbital characteristics: Change in the spatial receipt of
radiation

. Chanoe in planetarv albedo: Change in radiation
absorbed$tl

. Others:
Mountain buildino
Continental drift

Variation in Solar Output

> Sun spots
. 11 year cycle
. Century-scale variation
. tu1.5 Wm2 variation

But also variability in: UV output, solar wind, solar maqnetic field ...

Variation in Solar Output
. Total Solar Iradiance CrSI) - sunspots (visibte light)
- Schwabe cycle: 0.10/0 Eriation over 11 years
- Larger change over longer periods (>0.3olo)

. UV intensity
- 1-3Vo Eriation
- Atrects

. Hale cycle (22 years) Sun! magnetic field reverses during each
Schwabe cycle - magnetic poles refum to same state after 2 reversals.

. Solar cycle length (weak magnetic cycles)
- Shorter cycles = warming (Curent Cycle 23 is longest since 1700s

. Geomagnetic intensity - Solar wind: electrons & protons from Sun
shield Solar System from msmic rays (energetic particls & radiation
from outer space). Reduced solar wind linked to cloud formation via
incEiEd msmic Ev flux.
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Effects of Orbital Cycles (1)
)Orbital eccentricity

. Presently near circular

. 3,5olo radiation diff..between perihelion &aphelion

. Up to 30olo when orbit most
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TEST upcoming

True/False questions
Multi-choice questions
Short-answer q uestions

EG:

Trade winds are:

a) Suface level winds associated with the Hadley cell.

b) Surface level winds associated with the Ferrel cell.

c) Upper level winds associated with the Hadley cell.

d) Upper level winds descending to the "Horse Latitudes".

Effects of Orbital Cycles (2)

Effects of Orbital Cycles (3)
) Precession of the equinoxes

o Due to axis "wobble"
' Changes the timing of perihelion & aphelion

Effects of Orbital Cycles (4)
)Cycles act simultaneously

But they are not synchronous

FLong and complex time series of climate forcing
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